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Pillar Description and Objectives

Demonstrate in a real port

environment the solutions

and innovations related to

digitalisation; connected and

automated vehicles;

dynamic traffic optimisation

into/out of ports; smart

operations and logistics;

Intermodal connections and

modal shifts; and advanced

connectivity.



Pillar Demonstrators

7.2 Connected and automated vehicles

7.2.1 Automated container shuttle solutions

7.2.2 Automated vessels

7.3 Digital Twin (Imec)

7.4 Intelligent port systems and traffic flows

7.4.1 Vessel traffic optimisation

7.4.2 Maritime 5G

7.4.3 Container transport forecast

All the demos will be present at the marketplace



DEMO 1 – Automated container shuttle 
solutions (Akkodis)

1) Perform an automated container shuttle between two

terminals.

2) «Logistics-as-a-service» demonstrator. HMI for the user

to make inputs and/or get visualization

3) Vehicle will be available ~end of 2023 to start testing early

2024



DEMO 2 – TR_AV Phases Seafar

TR_AV01

• Phase 1

TR_AV02 
TR_AV03

• 1 A and 1 B

TR_AV_04

• Phase 1C

TR_AV_05

• Phase 2

TR_AV_06

• Phase 3

TR_AV_07

• Phase 4

TR_AV_08

• Phase 5

Partners: DANSER, Port of Antwerp, IMEC



DEMO 2- Seafar

TR_AV_01 : Remote Operation with Crew Reduction

TR_AV_02,03 :Remote Operation with Crew Reduction

Phase 1.A: Navigation in the port area, Phase 1.B: Unmooring manouvres

TR_AV_04 : Lock passages, Remote Operation, Reduced Crew, Phase 1C (only after 1

A, 1 B)

TR_AV_05 : Further Crew Reduction, Inland Navigation Committee, Phase 2

TR_AV_06 :VTS (Vessel Traffic Service) Sector Polder Testing, Phase 3

Polder Sector: Northern part of the docks

TR_AV_07 :VTS (Vessel Traffic Service) Sector City, Phase 4

TR_AV_08 :VTS for Sectors: Waasland, City and Polder with reduced crew, Phase 5- All

the tasks from 1 A, B, C will be repeated



Concepts for Evasive Maneuvering for Critical 
Scenarios for a 4WIS-4WIB-4WID Vehicle

Amauri da Silva Junior 
Prof. Christian Birkner

Prof. Reza Nakhaie Jazar
Dr. Hormoz Marzbani

PIONEERS, 20.10.2022



Problem Overview
Concept

The AVs should be capable of handling the car in any scenario, including emergency maneuvers to avoid crashes. 
Emergencies can happen due to:

Weather conditions Loss of connectivityShort-time detection System faults
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Introduction of AVs on the market AVs become the majority of cars on the roads

The development of autonomous vehicles (AVs) relies on 
increasing the safety on the road and consequently reducing 
crash injuries and fatalities. 



Problem Overview
Timeline

Mitigation In-Crash Post-CrashNon-Conflict
Conflict

Low

Active Safety Passive Safety

Non-Conflict

CrashNo-Return

Conflict
High

Normal Driving

Conflict
Low

Driver Action

Assistance Warning

Controlling
Actuators

Conflict
High

InterventionIntervention

Mitigation
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Timeline of active and passive safety:



Problem Overview
Concept

The AVs vehicle dynamics concept:

Independent:

• Brakes
• Motors
• Steerings

4WIS - 4WID - 4WIB

AV must use evasive 
manuevering in the 
presence of faulty 

systems or to avoid 
collisions.
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4WIB: 
4 wheel independent braking system 
(ABS + ESP) 

4WIS: 
4 wheel independent steering 
system (by 4 actuators) 

4WID: 
4 wheel independent drive system 
(torque vectoring) 



Control Concept
Overview

Normal Driving Control

Critical Control

Steer
Brake / Gas
Torque Vectoring
ESP
Camber

Scenario

Avoid Crash or Minimize
Crash Severity – depending
on the Input Conditions

Steering

Brake Gas

Driver Action

Vehicle / Environment
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Control Concept
Overview

Steering

Brake Gas

Driver Action

Vehicle Control

Vehicle and Environment

Lateral Control

Longitudinal Control

Coupling
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Overwrite drivers request in critical situation



Development Process
Overview

Metrics to distinguish normal to 
emergencies

Possible collision

Scenario definition Definition of systems that might fail 
and rank according to criticality 

Controller development and test using 
MATLAB/Simulink with IPG-Carmaker 

Test and validation in 1:4 test vehicle
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Scenario and Simulation
Overview

Simulation on IPG CarMaker
Vehicle travelling at 130km/h

Critical Scenario
T-Junction
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Scenario and Simulation
Overview
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Emergency response behaviour and accelerations during the 
maneuver at 130 km/h. 



DEMO 3 – Digital Twin
Imec (demo leader)  Envision Digital, Port of Antwerp-Bruges

Objective: Demonstrate a Port Digital Twin 
as a cross-domain decision support tool 

for managing port operations and emission 
abatement strategies.

What if...
We could increase efficiency of train 

infrastructure?

What if...
We could expedite the CO2 emissions 

reporting process?

What if...
We could reduce the vessel waiting 

time and congestion?

Demo available during  Demo Market Place 
Come and see us!

Joris Finck– imec

Dennis Kersten & Erika Duran
Envision Digital

Stefan Van Hooydonck– PoAB
Timo Coppenberg - Macomi



Simulation models provide insights for a port authority to make strategic

decisions on the shape of the port several years into the future. Strategic

simulation can answer questions such as:

• Which port locations will be bottlenecks when the number of vessel
movements increases?

• Which of the future investment scenarios provides the greatest benefits?
E.g., evaluating different terminal and lock designs.

• How many critical resources (e.g., tugboats) will be required in the future?

Under PIONEERS, Macomi is extending the long-term simulation model

for vessel operations in the port.

• The simulation model will include an improved highly detailed movement
simulation seamlessly integrated with optimal berth and lock planning.
Including:

• Context-dependent width calculation of the waterway based on AIS
analysis of historical and simulated vessel movements

• Dynamic acceleration/deceleration of vessels

• Many dashboards will be provided so stakeholders can directly gain key
insights from many months of simulation

Demo 4 - Long-term vessel traffic simulation



Demo 4 - Live vessel traffic predictions

Traffic management in ports is a challenging problem. Many

interdependent choices must be made now while the impact of

these decisions is not immediately clear. Macomi will provide an

operational simulation model that can answer questions such as:

• Are there potential traffic interferences in the future? Is there a
need for more active traffic flow management?

• What is the best moment of departure for a vessel from a berth?

• Should any vessels be slowed down before entry into the port to
prevent interferences?

Macomi is developing a short-term vessel traffic simulation for PIONEERS that will predict vessel traffic to half an hour into

the future.

• Prediction of vessel trajectories based on live data

• Prediction models based on machine learning and several years of historical data

• Combined simulation in which vessel interactions are predicted

• In collaboration with the Digital Twin, these results are visualised and support full playback of results

• The Digital Twin will enrich the simulation results with an emission score.



DEMO 5 – MARITIME 5G FOR 
INTELLIGENT VESSEL LOCATION



The objectives

To create a new vessel 
location system, 
capable of matching or 
improving the current 
positioning systems of 
the Port of Barcelona 
(AIS and RADAR), taking 
advantage of the 
technological and 
logistical advantages of 
5G technology for the 
implementation of new 
cameras at the port.

Technologies used The location

• Vessel 
geopositioning

• Visual recognition
• 5G
• Edge computing
• ML / AI.

DEMO 5 – MARITIME 5G FOR 
INTELLIGENT VESSEL LOCATION



DEMO 5 – MARITIME 5G FOR 
INTELLIGENT VESSEL LOCATION

• Tender in process for the deployement of the 5G Network of
telecomunications

• Re-scoping of the demo after the 5G network implementation

• Studies for scalability of the pilot to other port areas and co-
transferability to other ports

• Possible future demo during the American’s Cup 2024

• Report analysis on the impact of 5G in the port sector



DEMO 6 – Container Transport 
Forecast – Mosaic Factor

Tool with the objective of helping the SME truck transport companies operating in the Port of

Barcelona, both at operational and strategical level, providing a forecast of the inbound and

outbound truck movements using Machine Learning techniques

Access to data available in the PCS

Integration with the PCS ecosystem



PIONEERS’ 46 PARTNERS



THANK YOU! 
https://pioneers-ports.eu/


